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Test sites using liquid oxygen normally rely on visual observation to 

determine when the pipe system is cooled to liquid oxygen tel,zperature, 

Test sites for rocket engines of high thrust, however, having considerable 

distances between control room and test bay, nectissitate the use of an 

autonzatic Erprecoo3c' indicator. This note describes a method nhich 

has proved to ,@ve reliable remote indication when the fxUy cooled state 

is reached, 
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1 INTP,ODUC'I'ION 

Before liquid oxygen can be allowed to flow through a pipeline the 
pipe must be chilled to liquid oxygen temperature to prevent boiling owing 
to heat transfer fro,m the relatively warm pipa 
( 

This process of chilling 
or 'lprecooling:'7) the pipeline is effected by~psssing liquid oxygen through 

the pipe system until there is no trace of evaporation, the oxygen thus 
used for precooling being discharged frown the system through a suitably 
positioned :lprecool" pipe. 

During development work on a test site for high thrust engines the 
necessity arose for a suitable method of detecting vzhen the liquid oxygen 
pipelines were fully precooled. This note desoribes a detecting 
system which has been r"ound to provide a reliable indication of the fully 
precooled state, and should therefore prove useful to other users of liquid 
0"xpipn. 

2 NATURX OF FLCM AND X3THOii OF DETECTIOJ 

During the prccooling operation the flow through the pipe changes from 
gaseous to li.<quid; thus on the admission of liquid oxygen the pipe will be 
warm enough to cause boi! ing 0:' the initial content; as the pipe temperature 
falls the evaporation will diminish, 
discharged from the pipe. 

and finally liquid oxygen only will be 
We require, therefore, a method or device which 

will detect the change from the gaseous to the liquid state. 
characteristics of gaseous 

The respective 
and liquid flow through a convergent divergent 

nozzle afford a means of detection by measurement of the pressure change at 
the throat. We therefore mount such a nozzle at the end of the prccooling 
drain pipe, as shown in Fig.l, 

Initially, aftor pressurising the pipe to an oxtent that ensures that 
the pressure drop across the nozzle exceeds the critical value, the gas 
velocity at the throat will be equal to the acoustic velocity, and the pre- 
vailing static pressure at the throat, Pt, is given by 

pt = f 
yyy -1 

2 .-- 
'qr f 1 > 

= 0*53 P1 

where P is ths inlet pressure at the nozzle and y is the ratio of specific 
heat ofloxygen at constant pressure to that at constant volume. 
range of gas tor,~perai;ure obtaining in the nozzle Y z lr4.) 

(For tne 

As the pipe temperature falls, 
with considerable reduction in 

the contents approach the liquid state, 
specific voluile, which is reflected in a 

marked f&l in throat pressure, Wnen precooling is complete the flow become:; 
completeJ_y liquid and our detector ceases to &have as a supersonic nozzle, 
b-ut instead operates as a rounded orifice, the total pressure head at the 
inletbcingconvcrted into velocity head at the throat, 
at the throat should bc sensibly atmospheric, 

The static pressure 

The criterion of detection, therefore, is that Pt prevailing at the 
throat during gaseous flow must be measurably greater than atmospheric 
pressure, and hence 

VY-1 
PlAPt/* ' ( i 
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TO allow for flow losses in the pipe system the discharge tank must be 
pressurised to a higher figurs. 

3 TEXT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

There are two pip e systems for liquid oxygen at FZ test site at R.P,Ez, 
which must be precooled before an engine test can be started. There is a 
consider-able differcnze in the size of the pipelines of the two systems SO 
that the times ncce ssary to precool them are quite different. For this 
reason the smaller systein is precooled after the larger system has been corn- 
pletely prccooled. The two systems are discussed separately. 

3.1 gain system 

This systclm conveys the main flow of liquid oxygen from the site tank 
to the engine on test and consists of 50 feet of aluminiuli alloy pipework of 
7 inches bore and 0.6 inch wall thickness. Nounted in the pipeline is a 
stainless steel flowmeter having an approximate weight of 400 lb, the total 
weight of metal in the systan, including the flowmeter, being approximately 
1,450 lb, The line includes 5 right angle bends of some 2 feet 6 inches 
radius, and is fully lagged frown tank to engine. 

Before starting to precool, the stop valve at the tank is opened and 
the tank pressurised to 40 to 50 lb/sq in. gauge to allow liquid oxygen 
under pressure down to the engine valve. 

A *~mairY valve and two smaller E$ilotY valves, situated at the highest 
point in the system, are provided for precooling, for reasons indicated 
below. 

The main valve is 39 inches diameter, and is pneumatically opcratod. 
Flow through the valve is ducted away from the bay by a 3$ inch bore pipe, 
at the end of which is mounted a nozzle wit'n a throat diameter of 1 inches, 
giving a gaseous flow rate of approximately Z-90 lb/set for precooling. At 
the base of this main valve are mounted the two small 1 inch diameter pilot 
valves which are also pneumatically operated. These pilot valves are mounted 
on the upstream side of the main valve; consequcntlly flow can take place 
through them independently of the operation of the main valve. Flow through 
these valves is ducted away from the bay through a l*inch bore pipe on the 
end of which is mounted a nozzle with a throat diameter of *inch giving a 
gaseous flow rate of O-115 lb/set. The arrangement is shown in Fig.2. 

The flow through the small valves constitutes the pilot flow for the 
system, the valves being opened at the start of the precooling operation 
and remaining open until the system is fully precooled. 

The main valve is opened intermittently throughout the operation, in 
order to discharge the large volume of gas which accumulates at the highest 
point in the system. This valve must be operated economically, to avoid 
excessive loss of liquid oxygen, and is closed immediately gaseous flow 
ceases. 

It was found necessary to provide a small precool flow of 0,125 lb/see 
adjacent to the flowmeter. This was necessitated by the mounting of the 
flowmeter between two adaptors with a tapered bore allowing a small volume 
of gas to accumulate between the tapering sections. 

The state of the flow through the precooling pipes i.e, whether gaseous 
or liquid, may be observed by means of pressure gauges connected to the 
pressure tappings at the throats of the nozzles. On p2 site Bourdon type 
gauges are used and are observed by mean s of the periscopes in the control 

1----_---------11------- 1_-1__-__1_--_______----------------------------------- 

'+Rocket PY opulsion Establishment, Kestcctt. 
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room. In addition a pressure switch, connected to the nozzle of the pilot 
flow syston, makes electrical contact when the throat pressure falls to a 
pre-determined value on reaching the precoolcd state. The contacts operate 
an indicator lamp in the control room. 

:I ty$LCai graph showing the variation of throat prossure with"prc- 
cooling time l'or the nozzle of the pilot sysiem is shown in Fig.3. AlSO 

shown is the variation of tank pressure during the precooling operation, It 
will be seen that at the start the nozzle throat pressure is erratic. This 
is caused by excossivc variation in system pressure (and hence nozzle inlet 
pressure) during this period, awing to the expansion of gaseous oxygen 
within the pipcline and the drop in pressure b resulting when the main precool 
valve is operated to relieve it. The control of tank pressure during the 
initial period can sometimes prove difficult, but pressurisation becomes 
progressively more stable as the pipeline temperature Palls, Experience has 
shown that it is desiralble to increase the pressure in the pipeline aftcr 
the initial lleriod of Sad regulation, resulting in a higher throat pressure 
at the nozzle during the gaseous nhasc, and a greater pressure drop between 
the gaseous and the fuily precsoled state. i\n incrcasc in pressure will 
result in more heat being taken out of the pipeline per pound of liquid 
oxygen used bcforc it passes into the gaseous state. Also,as the oxygen 
remains liquid for a longer period, the heat transfer is improved, thus 
shortcniug the time for precooling, 

It wi‘3. ‘UC socn fi*om 3Yg.3 that just before the sudden fall in throat 
pressure, indicating thti precooled condition, there is a marked increase in 
prCssuro. This is caused by the ieduction in s;Gecii'ic volume of the pre- 
cooling gas, which diminishes the drop of pressure along the precool pipe, 
and so makes a highor pressure ailparent at the throat, 

It has bocn stated that the prossure at the throat should be sensibly 
atmospheric when liquid flow occurs. However9 as liquid oxygen readily 
cavitatcs in the nozzle at prcssurcs approaching atmospheric, the minimum 
pi-es surt: linn%ly attained at the throat will be the saturation vapour 
pressure corresponding to tha liquid oxygen tempcraturo. 

It was found that owing to the high specific volume of the gas during 
the initial stsgzs of procooling, the ratio of prccool pipe area to nozzle 
throat area should not be loss than 30 : 1, in order to avoid excessive 
prcssiu,C drop ill the ~YCCOO~ pipd. 

The time rcqCrcd to precool the system, as likewise the amount of 
liquid oli;ygon u sod for the purpose, will obviously dapcnd to SOW extent on 
ambient tcmperatur2. As laany as four engin;: Gcsts have been carried out in 
one day a-L P2 site, nsc~ssitating four segarati: jX%CoOling opuratioils. T!li 
variation with prccooling time of the amount of liquid o,xygen required is 
shown in FiL.4 for each of theso operations. 

3.2 StLwt systa.1 -----_--re. 

This system conveys liquid o,xygen from a special iPstarti* tank to the 
engine on test for starting purposes. It consists of 65 feet of aluminium 
alloy pipework of l+inches outside di;ili&er by 13 Sirv'G (O~l2ti inch) wall 
thickness; the line contains two right angle bends and is Pdlly lagged from 
tank to engine, The total weight of metal in the system amounts to 
approximately 45 1~. 

Precooiing is effec-ted through a 1 inch bore: pncwnatically operated 
valve mounted on the pipeline approximately 2 feet from the engine. FloW 
through the valve i -s dusted away tluaough 1 inch bore pipe, on the end of 
which is mounted a nozzle of 0.1 inch throat diameter, giving a gaseous rate 

of flow of approximately 0.lZ-Z l~/sec, 



Before starting to precool the linc, the stop valve at the tank is opened 
and the tank pressurised to 450 lb/sq in. gauge to allow liquid oxygen under 
pressure down to the engine valve. The precool valve is then opened and 
allowed to remain open until the system is fully precooled. 

A graph showing the variation of nozzle throat pressure with precooling 
tine is shown in Fig.5. It will be noticed that the rapid changes in throat 
pressure durin, 0 the initial precooling period, occurring -with the previous 
system, are absent. In fact, the tank pressure remains constant during the 
precooling operation. 

On reaching the precooled state, there is a marked fall in throat pres- 
sure, which at approximately 90 lb/sq in. operates a pressure switch 
connected to an indicating light in the control room. After operation of 
the pressure switch precooling is continued and the throat pressure continues 
to fall so that by the time the engine is started the pressure is sensibly 
atmospheric. 

The amount of liquid oxygen necessary to precool this system is not 
known accurately, but is estimated not to exceed 5 gallons. 

3.3 Disposal of liquid and gaseous oxygen 

It is important that all the liquid and gaseous oxygen discharged during 
precooling is carefully ducted away from structural steelwork, etc., to avoid 
setting up internal stresses due to contraction. On P2 site the precool 
flow is ducted into a vertical aluminium pipe of 33 inches diameter situated 
outside the test bay. The top of the pipe is 6 feet above the bay and is 
open to atmosphorc, allowing gaseous oxygen to escape. Liquid oxygen is 
ducted away from the bottom of the pipe to a reservoir where it is allowed 
to boil off freely to atmosphere. As much as l20-150 gallons of liquid oxygen 
has been collected during the longer precooling operations, most of this being 
attributed to delay in closing the main precool valve on the main system. 
Consideration is being given to returning this liquid oxygen into the storage 
tank. 

4 NETHODS OF INDICATION 

The method used in any particular installation to show a visible indi- 
cation of the precooled state will depend largely on the distance between 
the control room and the test bay. Visi'ole indication may be effected by 
one of the following mcthods:- 

(a) Bourdon pressure gauge. This method is suitable only if the 
control room is situated close to the test bay. 

(b) A pressure transducer whose electrical output is fed to a pressure 
gauge situated in the control room. 

(c) A pressure switch connected to an indicator lamp in the control 
room. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

A simple and reliable method has been evolved for detecting and remotely 
indicating when a liquid oxygen pipeline has been cooled to liquid oxygen 
temperature. The method is based on detecting the change in pressure at the 
throat of a simple venturi, which occurs when the oxygen flow changes from 
the gaseous to the liquid phase. 
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Although the method is sensitive to variations in system pressure during 
the gaseous phase, it is insensitive during the liquid phase when the fully 
cooled state is reached. 

Each installation wiLL pose its ovm problems depending on the size and 
configuration of the pipelines, but the information given in this memorandum 
on the precooking of two quite separate systems should'prove a useful guide. 

In addition to rocket engine test sites, this method of detection may 
prove usclul on launching sites, where it is important for missiles taking 
'startn Liquid oxygen from the ground supplies to have the rstartf pip&Line 
free of gaseous oxygen, 
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APPE!YDI& 

CALCULATION OF NOZZLX THROAT i)IAMET&X% 

A graph which enables the nozzle throat diameter to be readily determined 
is shown in Fig.6. This graph has been dram by assuming that the minimum gas 
temperature finally attained during the prccooling of a particular pipe system 
will be that corresponding to the saturation point. 

To determine the nozzle throat dianeter, the system pressure must be 
lmown and a rate of gas flow for precooling must be selected in accordance with 
the size of the system and the bore of the pipeline. The variation of W/At 
plotted against the nozzle inlet pressure Pl in atmospheres is shown in Fig.6, 
where W is the precooling gas flow rate in lb/set and At is the nozzle throat 
area in square inches. The noizle inlet pressure P1 will be the system 
pressure less the allowance for the pressure drop occurring in the precool 
pipe, Having selected the gaseous flow rate, therefore, the graph of Fig.6 
provides a rapid method of finding the throat area and diameter of the nozzle. 
A check should be made however that the ratio of precool pipe area to throat 
area is not less than 2.0 : 1 (see section 3.1). 

The other dimensions of the nozzle arc arbitrary, but it is suggested 
that the inlet radius to the throat be made equal to half the throat diameter, 
and that the portion of the nozzle downstreasn of the pressure tapping be 
tapered at a divergence of, say, 20" half angle. 
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